38o	HUSBAND AND WIFE
for he said that the possession by the parties of a common
Maltese domicil was 'the one and only ground on which the
claim to exercise jurisdiction over the wife could be based'.1
The opinion of the learned judge, however, is not decisive, for
the claim that the domicil of the husband at the time of the
Maltese suit was alone sufficient to found jurisdiction was not
put forward.
Peti-     It is submitted that cogent reasons can be advanced in favour
tjonerM of conceding jurisdiction to the court of the domicil of the
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presumably petitioner alone. In the first place, the Jbnglish court assumes
sufficient jurisciiction on this ground,2 and it seems a little incongruous,
to say the least, that the equivalent right of foreign courts
should be denied. Again, if a void marriage is a complete
nullity and can be so treated by every court and every private
person, what possible reason can there be for refusing recogni-
tion to a decree recording its non-existence and granted in the
domicil of one of the parties ?3 It smacks of pedantry to reject
the declaration of an admitted truth. Further, on mere sociolo-
gical grounds recognition of the foreign decree seems impera-
tive, for its repudiation creates yet another instance of that
lamentable situation in which the parties are regarded as
married in one country but unmarried in another.4 Finally, it
is not without significance that in a case where the facts were
similar to those in Chapelle v. Chapelk a South African court
had no hesitation in recognizing the foreign decree.5
Residence (jty/Jurisdiction based on residence. It may be assumed with
in the some confidence that the foreign annulment of a void marriage,
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petitioner based on the local residence of both parties or of the petitioner
sufficient a^one5 w^ ke regarded in England as a decree given by a court
of competent jurisdiction. In the first place, since Sir Henry
Duke in Mitford v. Mitford*> recognized the annulment by a
German court of a voidable marriage which was based on the
residence of both parties in Germany, then a fortiori the same
basis of jurisdiction must be admitted in the case of a void
marriage,? Secondly, the reasons already given in favour of
1	Chape lie v. Ckapelle, at p. 144.
2	White v. White, [1937] P. 111, as explained in De Reneville v, De Reneville,
[1948] P. 100, at p. U3;Mftfe*v.AfoiAj,[i945] 2 All E.R. 6$i;sufra9 pp. 366-7.
3	3 LL.Q. 253.	4 ibid., at p. 252.
5	De Bono v. De Bono (1948), S.A.L.R. 802.
6	[1923] P. 130; infra, p. 382.
7	In Corbetty. Corbett, [1957] i W.L.R. 486, see the following paragraph,
the common residence of the parties in the foreign forum was an alternative ground
for the decision.

